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About This Game

Teddy Terror is a 2D horror survival with a challenging passive-aggressive gameplay where using your environment is
crucial for survival

In Teddy Terror you take on the role of a little boy with his Teddybear who wakes up in a nightmare.
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With your surroundings as your weapons your goal is to Survive the nightmarish world and escape from tongue spitting eyeball
creatures, horrifiying bosses and hordes of unimaginable abominations!

Unique Gameplay

 Passive aggressive playstyle - be swift and escape from the clutches of evil or wait for the right moment to strike and
eliminate insidious creatures with deadly traps.

 Diverse killing possibilities - Lure hellish creatures in to traps, activate traps by throwing your teddybear or find
powerful toys to eradicate every monstrosity that may lurk in the depths of the darkness.

 Roguelike features - permadeath, randomized loot(items and toys), randomized deadly levels with gruesome enemies
and gigantic bosses with endless replayability.

 Level up, find items, complete achievements,empower yourself and grow from a helpless child into a killing machine

Can you persevere his unending world of torment and terror?

Support us and find out!

==========================================================================

About Us

Rage Monster Games is a dutch Indie game developing company managed by Gianni Knight.
Together with Runic Sounds(audio design students) we started Teddy Terror during the 72 hr Gamejam(IndiesVsPewdiePie).

Now several months in development we made huge changes with an all new experience.

We are working hard to deliver a great gaming experience and to bring Teddy Terror to life.

Therefore we hope we can share our excitement with you.
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Title: Teddy Terror
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Rage Monster Games
Publisher:
Rage Monster Games
Release Date: 21 May, 2015
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If you\'re having a bad day and just want to sit back and play a cheap but still charming and lighthearted game to lift your spirits,
I would definitely recommend this for you. As short and simple it was I quite enjoyed this little game. The characters are
distinct, the graphics are nice and the music is quite cute. I really enjoyed spotting the references hidden in there, like Doctor
Who, Shakespeare and a few others I noticed. But I\'ll let you find the others yourself. I hope I didn\'t miss any! I hate missing
out on references.. Great game, low price. Seriously, if you enjoy puzzle games that increase quickly in difficulty to the point
that you want to cry this is the game for you. I love it!. it keeps telling me direct x error. My friend bought this for me.

Why do bad things happen to good people?. Me gustó la sensación de soledad y desolación. La música y los sonidos lo hacen
opresivo.
Son muy molestos los magnetismos generados por las anomalías que no te dejan jugar tranquilo, pero eso lo hace desafiante por
momentos.
Tiene cierta rejugabilidad que lo hace más interesante y si vas por los logros (como yo...) dura un toque más.
Lo banco amigo...
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Yet another brilliant entry in the entire series. I seriously couldn't get enough of these. I was actually really thrilled to create a
second character and run through a similar storyline. Can't wait to read the rest! 8/10. This game was a surprise to me. I did not
know this had anything to do with the show until I had already bought it. I am not going to lie after that I fully expected a show
tie in POS. Instead I was plesantly surprised to find out this game plays like some of the greater games of their times. Mirrors
Edge/Dying Light parkour, Psi-Ops powers, and all of that on the Unreal 4 engine making it look rather good.
I have a YouTube video where I give the game a proper glance here. https://youtu.be/rJsn4bkRkR4. It is lovely weather we're
having.

Its a really awesome concept piece, I love the effort thats gone into it. Its just really chill and relaxing. One of my favourite
games for environment for sure. Its like a painting, not super interactive but lovely to look at.. I love refreshers like this course.
Even after years and years of using Microsoft Excel, I still came away with new "stuff" -- for example, adding backgrounds to
spreadsheets, using the Format Painter to apply styles to other cells or ranges, and the ability to find\/replace data as well as
apply formatting to the replaced data. There are a few other productivity tips as well.

Who knew you could add color to workbook tabs? Awesome!

SmartArt? Never heard of it until taking this course. Awesome!

One minor gripe is with the interface. It's a bit more specific than I would have liked. For example, when clicking on elements
or dragging and dropping items, you have to be very careful about where you click or the program will ask you to try again.

Overall, a great program for those people new to Excel or needing a quick review.. Too many random bugs\/crashes. I love the
way its simulating, but the crashes are too much of a distraction for me.

Edit: 6 Hours in. DX9 seems to work. DX11 Used to not load ''City Driving'' test but with DX9 it works.. Uses the same
backgrounds and textures. Basically the same as building a stage but with a timer. 50 cents later and still a ripoff.. Very cool and
creative twin-stick shoot 'em up with platforming elements. If you are a fan of bullet hell shooters or if you like good games in
general, you might want to check this one out. The elaborate scoring system makes it a fantastic arcade game that you can sink
countless hours into. The developer is also very helpful and fixed a problem I had with the controls right away.. Very enjoyable
2D platformer with RPG elements in retro graphics.
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